Brief:

The NELGA Knowledge Exchange Forum is a platform that brings together land specialists, policymakers, practitioners, students, and other stakeholders in Africa’s land governance field. Its primary objective is to facilitate sharing of information, ideas, and best practices pertinent to African land administration. This edition of the NEX focuses on opportunities to expand research result visibility through the development of specific knowledge products.

Background:

Over the last four years, Land Portal has extensively used What to Read digests and Data Stories to share research advice and evidence about various land governance topics. These knowledge products follow a specific methodology and are shared every quarter with over 24,000 readers that include policy makers, practitioners and researchers in the land community and beyond. The objective of these knowledge products is to synthesize research evidence and messages on land governance issues in a format that allows stakeholders to easily understand and use the information in their work, decisions or for a particular cause.

We believe that science communication is best learned through practice. Hence, the Land Portal is offering an opportunity to train NELGA researchers to better communicate their results by collaborating as guest writers in one of Land Portal’s knowledge products. The collaboration includes detailed supervision in the development process and the dissemination of the knowledge products to the wide list of Land Portal’s subscribers, both through email and social media.

In this session, Land Portal will inform you about each product, their purpose, methodologies and results in terms of outreach. We will also use this Info Session to scope researchers who might be interested in this opportunity.

Details:

Date: December 7th, 2023
Time: 14:00 – 15:00 (EAT)
Venue: Virtual (MS Teams)
Speaker: Romy Sato - Land Portal’s Knowledge Network Coordinator.

Don't miss out on this chance to amplify your research impact. Register to the NEX now by sending a request to info@nelga.com